ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Structural fatigue due to fluctuation of stresses generated in the service life of mechanical systems is the primary concern in structural design for durability and safety. Uncertainties in material properties, geometric dimensions due to manufacturing tolerance, and environment that the mechanical system exposes constitute the indeterministic nature of the fatigue life assessment for a structural component. A statistics-based approach that takes these uncertainties into account provides a more realistic and reliable assessment for the structural durability and safety.
strains are predominantly elastic. The stress-life method works well for designs involving long life and constant amplitude loadings, such as power transmission shafts, springs, and gears. However, the stress-life method does not account for inelastic behavior and makes no distinction between crack initiation and propagation, and provides inadequate accuracy for low-cycle fatigue (LCF) 2 . Moreover, since the damage parameter has no specific physical meaning in the stress-life method, this method cannot take into full account information on observed cracks or other measures of damages 1 .
Increasingly, reliability analysis for durability has been focused on the fracture mechanics approach, i.e., probabilistic crack propagation life prediction, which describes the possibility of fatigue crack growth from an initial size to a critical size. The reason is that crack size can be used in fitness-for-purpose evaluations of damaged elements. Basically, there are two approaches for probabilistic crack propagation life prediction: predefined straight crack growth, and unknown curved crack growth.
A typical predefined straight crack growth method is the probabilistic structural analysis computer program NESSUS (Numerical Evaluation of Stochastic Structures Under Stress) 3 . Compared with a predefined straight crack path, the unknown curved crack path is more accurate. Besterfield et al. 4 developed a probabilistic finite element method for fatigue crack growth. They discretized the unknown crack path into many pieces of straight lines connected at each discretization point. The direction of these straight lines were determined by the crack direction law. Since the crack is explicitly modeled in the finite element model, the model is required to be remeshed and solved many times for each fatigue assessment. Consequently, this approach is very expensive for reliability analysis and has been demonstrated only for simple academic problems.
Compared with the probabilistic crack propagation life prediction, less research work has been done on probabilistic crack initiation life prediction. Prior research on probabilistic crack initiation life prediction is limited to simple cases where constant amplitude loads are considered and a simple crack initiation theory is used, such as Wu et al. 5 
.
Chang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September [4] [5] [6] 1996 . The objective of this research is to develop an efficient reliability analysis method for fatigue crack initiation and propagation lives of realistic structural components subjected to external and inertia loads with timedependent variable amplitudes. In the proposed method, histories of dynamic stresses in the structural component are computed first using multi-body dynamic analysis and finite element analysis (FEA). The strain-life approach is used to predict multi-axial crack initiation through a peak-valley editing of damage parameters and rainflow cycle counting procedures. The dynamic stress history is also used to predict crack propagation life using NASA/FLAGRO 6 to support propagation of various crack types. The first-order reliability method (FORM) and the advanced mean value with iteration (AMV+) method are employed to compute the reliability of crack initiation and propagation lives of structural components, respectively. The twopoint approximation (TPA) 7 method is used for the search of the most probable point (MPP) in the FORM. The sensitivity coefficients of crack initiation and propagation lives with respect to random variables are calculated using the continuum design sensitivity analysis (DSA) method 8 to support the FORM and AMV+.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, reliability analysis methods for the structural fatigue life using the FORM with TPA and the AMV+ are presented. A structural fatigue life prediction method with emphasis on dynamic stress computation is presented in Section 3. The DSA method for the structural fatigue life is described in Section 4. A tracked vehicle roadarm is presented in Section 5 to demonstrate the proposed method. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS METHODS
To compute reliability or probability of failure, it is required to define a failure function. For reliability analysis of the structural fatigue life, the failure function is defined as
where N f (X) is the structural fatigue life, i.e., the number of cycles to fatigue, which is a function of random variables X, and N 0 is the required fatigue life. When N f (X) is less than the required life N 0 , that is, g(X)≤0, the structural component fails. Therefore, the probability of failure P f is defined as
Given the joint probability density function, f X (x), of the random variable X, the probability of failure for a component-level reliability problem can be expressed as
The multiple integral is very difficult to evaluate since the failure function is an implicit function of the random vector X. Also, the multi-dimensional numerical integration over the failure region is extremely time consuming. To overcome these difficulties, various methods, such as the Monte Carlo method, FORM, SORM, etc., have been proposed. A Monte Carlo solution provides a convenient, but time-consuming solution for fatigue failure probability prediction. On the other hand, the FORM and SORM are much more efficient and reasonably accurate for reliability analysis.
First-Order Reliability Method (FORM)
In order to make use of properties of the standard normal space, a transformation is introduced to map the original random vector X to a standard, uncorrelated normal vector using U=T(X), as shown in Fig. 1 . If the random vector X is mutually independent with distribution functions f X i , i = 1, 2, ..., n, the transformation is 1
T:
where Φ(•) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a normal distribution. If the random variables are not mutually independent, the Rosenblatt transformation 9 may be employed. Hasofer and Lind defined the reliability index as the shortest distance from the origin to a point on the failure surface in the U-space 10 . Mathematically, it is a minimization problem with one equality constraint,
The solution U * for the minimization problem is called the most probable point (MPP) or the design point. If the failure function g(U) is linear in terms of the nor-Chang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September [4] [5] [6] 1996 . mally distributed random variables U, the failure probability is 1
If the failure function is nonlinear or random variables are not normally distributed, a good approximation can still be obtained by using Eq. 6, provided that the magnitude of the principal curvatures of the failure surface at the MPP is not too large. Otherwise, the SORM must be used.
The first-order derivatives of the structural failure function with respect to random variables are needed when searching for the MPP. Often the finite difference approach is used for sensitivity analysis, which requires intensive failure function evaluations and thus restricts the FORM to small-scale applications. 
where n is the number of random variables, and P i is the exponent for the i th random variable. Using the TPA, the approximation of the original reliability constraint, i.e., Eq. 5b, is defined as (8) where k indicates the current iteration;
.., n, where ∆U i is a positive move limit used to improve robustness in optimization; and P i is determined by
Numerical results show that TPA is more accurate than the linear approximation (LA) and reciprocal approximation (RA) since more information is used to form the sub-optimization problem 12 . The main advantage of TPA is its use of the exponent in P i in the approximation equation, Eq. 8, which is very versatile. If P i =1 for each random variable, TPA reduces to the LA; if P i =−1, it reduces to the RA. Moreover, exponent P i may be different for different random variable. These characteristics make the TPA capable of capturing the different behaviors of failure functions at various random variables. In fact, the dependency of structural failure functions on material properties, geometric parameters, and loadings could be quite different. Also, to prevent severe oscillation of the approximate failure function, the exponent P i in Eq. 9 is restricted to be between −3 and 3. This explicit and nonlinear approximation problem can be solved by general purpose optimization codes.
Advanced Mean Value Iteration (AMV+) Method
The FORM discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 is to search the MPP and approximate the failure probability P f . On the other hand, the advanced mean value (AMV) method 14 is to establish the CDF for given structural responses. The AMV iteration (AMV+) method 14 is developed to improve the accuracy of the AMV method. The AMV+ method is briefly summarized as follows. Detailed discussion can be found in Ref. 14.
The Taylor's series expansion of the structural fatigue life N f (X) at the mean values of random variables X can be expressed as
where the derivatives a i are evaluated at the mean values µ i , N 1 represents the sum of the first-order terms, and H(X) represents the higher-order terms. Since N 1 is explicit and linear, its CDF can be computed efficiently.
Chang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September [4] [5] [6] 1996 . Based on the AMV concept, two iterations algorithms have been proposed to improve the CDF estimates: the specified CDF level and the specified N 0 value 14 . Both algorithms require iterations which involve evaluations and sensitivity analyses of the fatigue failure function until a convergent solution which is close either to the specified CDF level or the specified N 0 value.
FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION
In structural durability analysis structural fatigue lives, including the crack initiation and crack propagation, at critical points are calculated. The shortest life among these critical points is considered to be the fatigue life of the structural component. The computation of the structural fatigue life consists of two parts: the dynamic stress computation and fatigue life computation. The dynamic stress can be obtained either from experiment (mounting sensors or transducers on a physical component) or from simulation. To carry out simulation, a number of quasi-static FEAs of the component are performed first. The stress influence coefficients (SIC) obtained from these quasi-static FEAs are then superposed with the dynamic analysis results, including external forces, accelerations, and angular velocities to compute dynamic stress history. Sanders and Tesar 15 showed that the quasi-static deformation evaluation was a valid form of approximation for most industrial mechanisms that are stiff and operate substantially below their natural frequencies. Note that in their work, they assumed that deformation caused by applied external and inertia forces are small, compared with the geometry of the structural component. It is further assumed that the material from which the component is fabricated behaves in a linear elastic fashion. In this paper, the same assumptions are employed.
Multibody dynamic analysis methods, which have typically been used for dynamic motion analysis, can be used for dynamic load analysis of mechanical systems 16 , e.g., an nb body system connected by joints as shown in Fig. 2 . In this paper, all bodies of the dynamic model are assumed to be rigid. If the flexibility of bodies is large, such as the hull of a tracked vehicle, a flexible body dynamic model must be developed and analyzed. For suspension components of a vehicle, the rigid body assumption usually yields reasonably accurate analysis results to support structural design for durability.
The finite element model of the structural component corresponds to a body in the multibody dynamic model. It is desirable to create the finite element model on the body reference frame x ' Since dynamic stress histories contain very large amounts of data, it is generally necessary to reduce or condense the amount of data by, e.g., peak-valley editing, before the crack initiation and propagation life computation can be performed 17 . These values are then used in a cycle counting procedure to transform variable amplitude stress or strain histories into a number of constant amplitude stress or strain histories. These histories are then used to compute the crack initiation life of the component. In this paper, a multi-axial fatigue model using von Mises equivalent strain failure criteria is employed 2 The edited dynamic stress histories (without cycle counting) at the critical point can also be used for crack propagation life prediction. In this work, NASA/FLAGRO 6 is employed to support the crack propagation life computation. The FLAGRO takes edited dynamic stress histories as inputs to compute stress intensity factors, and then uses the stress intensity factors to calculate the crack propagation life using approximation and empirical equations. The computation process for crack initiation and propagation lives is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In this section, the dynamic stress computation, including the quasi-static loading for both external and inertia forces, is discussed. Computational methods of other components in the life prediction can be found in Ref. 16. Chang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September 4-6, 1996.
Dynamic Stress Computation
For the structural component subjected to external forces (joint reaction forces and torques) and inertia forces obtained from multibody dynamic analysis, the quasi-static equation in a matrix form of the finite element method can be written as
where K is the stiffness matrix, z is a vector of nodal displacements, and F e (t) and F i (t) are vectors of external and inertia force histories, respectively, obtained from dynamic analysis. Since the loading condition can vary with time in a dynamic system, the dynamic stress can be calculated using
where D is the elasticity matrix, and B is the straindisplacement matrix.
The quasi-static method separates the external forces and inertia forces acting on the component as two parts: time-dependent (external and inertia force histories) and time-independent (quasi-static loading) forces. In this method, the quasi-static loading is treated as the static forces. The SIC are obtained by performing a FEA for each quasi-static loading. The dynamic stresses are then calculated by using the superposition principle, i.e., external and inertial force histories are multiplied by the corresponding SIC.
Quasi-Static Loading for External Forces
A set of unit loads is used to calculate the SICs corresponding to joint reaction forces and torques. The unit loads are applied at a given point x in all degrees-offreedom where joint reaction forces and torques act. For example, if a set of joint reaction forces and torques acts at the k th finite element node, the corresponding quasi-static loads q k are three unit forces and three unit torques in the body reference frame of the j th body x '
applied to the k th node as six loading cases.
Therefore, the SIC, σ k SIC , can be obtained using FEA,
Quasi-Static Loading for Inertia Forces
The inertia body force applied to a point x in the component due to accelerations, angular velocities, and angular accelerations, as shown in Fig. 4 , can be expressed as 18
where ρ(x) is mass density; f i (x) is the x ' i -component of the inertia body force per unit mass; f a i (x), f r i (x), and f t i (x) are inertia body forces per unit mass in the translational, radial, and tangential directions, respectively; a i is the instantaneous translational acceleration and is independent of the location of point x; a r i is the centripetal acceleration toward the instantaneous axis of the rotation and is perpendicular to it; and a t i is the tangential acceleration. where x k is the k th -coordinate of point x, ω ij is the instantaneous angular velocity, and α ij is the instantaneous angular acceleration. In this paper, the antisymmetric matrix notation that is formed from the component of a vector is employed for both ω and α, i.e.,
and
Hence, the inertia body force at point x is
From the principle of virtual work, the load linear form due to inertia forces can be written as
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where Ω is the structural domain. For an element with diagonalized mass matrix, such as ANSYS 19 , the load linear form can be written as 
It can be seen from Eq. 20 that the inertia force q is linearly dependent on components of the acceleration a and the angular acceleration α. However, the inertia force is not linearly dependent on components of the angular velocities ω. Instead, it depends linearly on the combinations of components of the angular velocities ω, such as ω 1 ω 2 .
Note that the SIC of the first six quasi-static loads can be obtained by applying unit accelerations (instead of evaluating Eq. 20) and perform FEA, using established FEA codes. However, Eq. 20 must be evaluated to obtain the equivalent nodal forces corresponding to the last six quasi-static loads involving the angular velocities, which can be applied to the finite element model as external nodal forces. The SIC, σ ine SIC , due to inertia forces can be obtained using FEA,
where q ine = [q 20 over all finite elements in the structural component.
Dynamic Stress
The dynamic stress is calculated using the superposition principle as
where 
where σ k SIC can be obtained from Eq. 13, and n is the number of nodes that external forces F k (t) are applied.
Since most cracks are initiated at the structural surface, and the stress computed using displacement-based FEA at the surface are usually less accurate, a stress smoothing technique that uses the least square method 18 is employed in this work to improve accuracy of the stress at the surface.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR FATIGUE LIVES
If the FROM is used to solve the reliability of the structural fatigue life, the sensitivity coefficients of the fatigue life with respect to random variables are necessary for the MPP search. Methods of the sensitivity computation have significantly affected the efficiency of reliability analysis. It is important to note that the dynamic stress computation dominates the CPU cost for durability analysis 18 . Once dynamic stresses are obtained, the crack initiation and propagation life calculation is very efficient compared with the cost of dynamic stress computation. Thus, for random variables that do not affect dynamic stresses, e.g., fatigue material properties, a finite difference method is very efficient for the sensitivity calculation. For random variables that affect dynamic stresses, e.g., structural dimensions, the hybrid design sensitivity analysis (DSA) method 18 is employed since, in this case, the fatigue life cannot be expressed as a function of random variables due to the peak-valley editing and cycle counting procedures. The computation procedure of the hybrid DSA method is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Shape Sensitivity Analysis for Stress Measures
In continuum shape DSA, parameters that determine the geometric shape of the structural domain are treated as the design. The relationship between the shape variation of a continuous domain and the resulting variation in the structural performance measure can be described using the material derivative of the continuum mechanChang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September 4-6, 1996. ics. A general shape sensitivity expression and the velocity field is introduced first. The DSA expression is then applied to 3-D solids with inertia forces. 
where Figure 6 Deformation Process Suppose that a material point x ∈ Ω in the initial domain at τ = 0 moves to a new location x τ ∈ Ω τ in the perturbed domain. Then, the velocity field V can be defined as
In the neighborhood of initial time τ = 0, assuming a regularity hypothesis and ignoring higher-order terms, T can be approximated by
where x ≡ T(x,0) and V(x) ≡ V(x,0).
Shape Sensitivity Analysis
A variational governing equation for a structural component with the domain Ω can be written as
where z and z − are the displacement and virtual displacement fields of the structure, respectively; Z is the space of kinematically admissible virtual displacements; and a Ω (z,z − ) and Ω (z − ) are the energy bilinear and load linear forms, respectively. The subscript Ω in Eq. 29 is used to indicate the dependency of the governing equation on geometric shape of the structural domain.
A general performance measure that depends on the displacement and stress can be written in an integral form as
Using the adjoint variable method of shape DSA 8 , the variation of the performance measure ψ of Eq. 30 can be expressed as
where λ is the solution of the adjoint equation
Using the direct differentiation method, the first variation of the performance measure ψ can be written as
where z . is the solution of the sensitivity equation obtained by taking the material derivative of Eq. 29, i.e.,
The subscript V on the right side of Eqs. 31, 33 and 34 is used to indicate the dependency of the terms on the velocity field 20 .
Numerical evaluation of Eqs. 31 and 33 requires knowledge of the original structural response z, adjoint Chang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September 4-6, 1996.
response λ or material derivative z . , and the velocity field V. Structural responses z, λ, and z . can be obtained following rather routine computations. However, the velocity field V must be computed carefully so that it satisfies theoretical and practical requirements 20 .
Variation of Load Linear Form
With no traction force at the design boundary, a variation of the load linear form of Eq. 29 can be written as 8
where
since f i τ (x) = f i (x) due to the fact that inertia force evaluated at a fixed material point x before and after design changes is constant. Note that a variation of q i z − i is zero since q i (corresponding to a joint reaction force) is assumed to be independent of design changes. There- 
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Design Sensitivity of Fatigue Life
As shown in Fig. 5 , the finite difference method is used to compute the sensitivity of the component fatigue life.
Once the sensitivities of the SIC are obtained using the continuum DSA method described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the increment of the SIC can be obtained by
where δX j is the perturbation of the j th random variable. Note that the perturbation δX j must be small for linear approximation of the fatigue life. On the other hand, in numerical calculation, δX j cannot be too small since it introduces numerical noise.
The SIC of the perturbed model can be approximated by
A stress time history of the perturbed model can be obtained by superposing σ SIC (X+δX j ) with the same loading history obtained from multibody dynamic analysis. Note that the perturbation is assumed to be local so that dynamic behavior of the mechanical system is not altered. The new dynamic stress history is then used to calculate the fatigue life of the structural component with a perturbed random variable, L(X+δX j ), using the same life prediction method. The sensitivity coefficient of component fatigue life with respect to the j th random variable can be obtained from
Note that Eqs. 39 through 41 must be evaluated repeatedly for all the random variables that affect dynamic stresses. This computation is very efficient since the sensitivities of the SIC are available 18 .
A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
A roadarm of the military tracked vehicle shown in Fig.  7 is employed to demonstrate the proposed method for probabilistic fatigue life prediction. First, the multibody dynamic model of the tracked vehicle and its simulation environment are described. The structural finite element model of the roadarm is presented in Section 5.2. A deterministic fatigue life prediction of the roadarm is discussed in Section 5.3. Definition of random variables and probabilistic fatigue life predictions of the roadarm are discussed in Section 5.4.
Multibody Dynamic Model and Simulation
A seventeen body dynamics model shown in Fig. 8 is generated to drive the tracked vehicle on the Aberdeen Proving Ground 4 (APG4), at a constant speed of 20 miles per hour forward (positive X 2 -direction). A 20-second dynamic simulation is performed at a maximum integration time step of 0.05 second using DADS 21 . The joint reaction forces applied at the wheel end of the roadarm, accelerations, angular velocities, and angular accelerations of the roadarm are obtained from the analysis.
Chang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September 4-6, 1996. Fig. 9 . The roadarm is made of S4340 steel, with material properties of Young's modulus E = 3.0×10 7 psi and Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3. The coordinate systems of the finite element model is selected to be identical to the body reference frame of the roadarm in the tracked vehicle dynamic model. Therefore, the loading history generated from dynamic analysis can be used without transformation.
Deterministic Crack Initiation Life Prediction
Finite element analysis is first performed to obtain the SIC of the roadarm using ANSYS by applying 18 quasi-static loads. Among these loads, the first six that correspond to external joint forces are three unit forces and three unit torques applied at the center of the roadwheel, in x ' 1 -, x ' 2 -, and x ' 3 -directions, and the remaining 12 quasi-static loads that correspond to inertia forces
The dynamic stresses at finite element nodes are then calculated by superposing SIC with their corresponding external forces and accelerations and velocities in time domain obtained from the dynamic simulation. To compute multiaxial crack initiation life of the roadarm, the equivalent von Mises strain approach 17 is employed. The fatigue life contour is given in Fig. 10 . The total computation for fatigue life prediction took 7,084 CPU seconds on an HP 9000/750 18 . 
Probabilistic Fatigue Life Predictions
The random variables and their statistical values for the crack initiation life prediction are listed in Table 1 , including the material and tolerance random variables. The eight tolerance random variables are defined to characterize the four cross sectional shapes of the roadarm. Contour of the cross sectional shape is composed of four straight lines and four cubic curves as shown in Fig. 11 . Side variations (x ' 2 -direction) of cross sectional shapes are defined as random variables b1, b3, b5, and b7 for intersections 1 to 4, respectively (see Fig. 9 ). Vertical variations (x ' 3 -direction) of the cross sectional shapes are defined using the remaining four random variables, as shown in Fig. 11 .
The FORM with TPA is used to calculate the reliability of the crack initiation life. The deterministic fatigue life at node 1216 is the shortest with 9.63E+06 blocks 18 . The CDF of the crack initiation life (service block to failure) at node 1216 is shown in Fig. 12 . The horizontal axis in Fig. 12 is the required number of service blocks, and the vertical axis is the failure probability. The CDF in Fig. 12 is obtained by carrying out reliability analysis at the seven required numbers of service blocks which are marked in Fig. 12 . Note that one FORM is equivalent to a deterministic optimization. For the roadarm example, each reliability analysis took three fatigue life computations and three fatigue DSAs. The total computation time is 10 CPU hours on an HP 9000/750. In actual design applications, the CDF curve can be used to obtain the failure probability for the required number of service blocks before crack initiation, or a required number of service blocks before crack Chang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September [4] [5] [6] 1996 . initiation with a required reliability. For example, it can be seen from Fig. 12 that, if the required number of service blocks before crack initiation is 3.0E+06, the failure probability is 11%. Since the crack starts at node 1216, the probabilistic crack propagation life prediction is carried out at the same node. In addition to the eight tolerance random variables listed in Table 1 , the material random variables and their statistical values are listed in Table 2 . The AMV+ method in the fast probable integration (FPI) 22 , is used to calculate the reliability. The CDF of the crack propagation life (crack length to failure) at node 1216 is shown in Fig. 13 with a required number of service blocks 5.0E+06. The horizontal axis in Fig.  13 is the critical crack length to failure, and the vertical axis is the failure probability in which the crack propagation length exceeds the critical length, or a critical crack length for a required failure probability. For example, if a 99.5% reliability (0.5 failure probability) is required, the critical crack length is about 0.5 in. It means that the probability of the crack growing to 0.5 in. from an initial length of 0.025 in. after 5.0E+06 service blocks is 0.5%. 
CONCLUSIONS
An efficient reliability analysis method for the durability of structural components subjected to external and inertia loads with time-dependent variable amplitudes has been presented. The proposed method has been demonstrated to be effective for industrial applications, such as the tracked vehicle roadarm. The proposed method has been employed to support a mixed design approach for probabilistic durability 23 . The proposed method is also being extended to low frequency flexible structures, such as vehicle body structures; thermal Chang, K.H., Yu, X., and Choi, K.K., "Probabilistic Structural Durability Prediction," Sixth AIAA/USAF/NASA/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Bellevue, WA, September [4] [5] [6] 1996 . induced fatigue for vehicle powertrain components; and system level reliability.
